
Note to Members of the Policy Committee

POLICY COMMITTEE FORWARD AGENDA

1. Attached please find the forward agenda of the Policy Committee for the
remainder of the year, which has been developed in consultation with the Policy
Committee focal points.

2. While the exact timing of a number of items remains to be confirmed, I would
like to remind all lead departments that the consultation processes typically should begin
at least four weeks before the scheduled meeting, starting with a general brainstorming
about key issues to be addressed and relevant entities to be consulted. The final
submission paper should be sent to the Policy Committee secretariat one week in advance
of the meeting.

3. As you know, a number of agenda items have had to be postponed, in some cases
repeatedly, since the consultation process was not completed in time, or because draft
submission papers did not meet the required standards. I trust that the lead departments
will ensure that both requirements are met in accordance with the Policy Committee
guidelines and the attached forward agenda.

4. I would also like to invite Policy Committee members again to propose additional
agenda items to the secretariat through their designated focal points.

Deputy Secretary-General
26 October 2005
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FORWARD AGENDA FOR THE POLICY COMMITTEE
(26 October 2005)

1. November/December 2005
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1 Nov

8 Nov

15 Nov

22 Nov

29 Nov

6 Dec

13 Dec

21 Dec

iv'VK ! $&* ̂ ^^t^^^^^^^S^^^^S^^• Ethiopia/Eritrea
• Somalia (tbc)
• Climate change
• AU-UN relationship
• DRC - aligning the security and development approaches
• Iraq (tbc)
• Human Rights Council (tbc)
» Kosovo
• Sri Lanka (tbc)
• Peacebuilding Support Office
• Uganda
• Democracy - policy and coordination (tbc)
• Afghanistan

DPKO
DPA
DESA
DPA
DPKO
DPA
SPU
DPKO
DPA
PESO
DPA
EOSG
DPKO

2. Possible Agenda Items

Country strategy reviews:
• Guinea
• Colombia
• Zimbabwe (after Egeland mission)
• Cote d'lvoire
• East Timor - UN role after expiration of

UNOTIL mandate (May 2006)
• North Korea
• Myanmar
• Nepal
• ME/Lebanon

Summit outcome follow-up:
• Terrorism - proposals for consideration of GA

(January 2006)
• Improving system-wide coherence (Summit

outcome, para 169)

Update items:
• Standing police capacity (DPKO)

Follow-up to Policy Committee decisions:
• Nuclear proliferation and disarmament paper
• Peacebuilding and integrated missions (note of

guidance, IMPP review, capacity review, senior
appointments)

• Lessons learned from PC process so far

Thematic strategy reviews:
• Humanitarian response reform
• New partnerships/reaching out to the G77 and

other constituencies (to be defined further)
• SG focus on select conflicts for remainder of his

mandate
• WTO meeting follow-up
• Elections/UN approach - how we do them
• Avian Flue
• Global commission on migration (Feb 2006)
• UN relationship with and support to regional

organizations
• Review of the role of the Executive Committees




